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What’s Going On
15 Chapter Meeting JB’s @ 8:00am
22 Overnight ride to Konkolville

October 5 Breakfast Social TBA @ Meeting

Chapter Director
George & Cathy Anderson
georgencathy@hotmail.com

Hello fellow Goldwingers!
Hope you all had a wonderful August. Is it me or doesn’t it seem
like River Run was a week or two ago? Anyway, onward and upward
I guess.
Cath, Riley and I just returned from my son’s wedding in Pasadena,
CA this week. Wonderful wedding, but it just seems like we can’t
get our feet under us. As much as I am not looking forward to the
cold weather, it will force me inside more and to settle down some.
I was just wondering how are our chapter members (Alex, Annie,
Richard, and Bert) getting along. As you know, they rode out east
to catch Wing Ding 40 and beyond. It had me curious about Wing
Ding 41 and next year it is in Nashville – a whole 180 miles closer to
us!
Thanks to everyone who filled out the District Rally surveys. We
had 10 responses and 90% of them were in favor of having a rally
next year. Our director is looking for help finding a location so feel
free to make suggestions. The rally was in Salmon a year ago and
that was nice, but we are looking for other locations that might be
suitable. It is certainly something to ponder.

Catherine and I have made our reservations for the Konkolville Motel
and steak dinner. I’ve heard others
are planning to attend and I hope
you will too. I’m looking forward to
the leisurely ride there, the hot tub,
the steak dinner, and the ride home.
If you would like to join us, please
call the motel right away to make
your reservation.
We’re looking forward to seeing you all at our meeting on 9/15.
Best regards,

George and Cath ID-H CD’s

Labor Day Weekend Ride:
Sunday: During the Labor Day weekend, Lesley and I decided to take a short
6-hour ride to enjoy the wonderful weather and the fact there wasn’t much
smoke in the air. So, off we went to breakfast at Chattaroy Hills Restaurant.
We highly recommend this establishment. From there we headed off to
Hunters and then we crossed the Gifford Ferry and on to Keller. All was going well up to Keller. There at the gas station, we decided to stop and see
about the fire in Grand Coulee since that is where we were headed. Well, we
pulled out of the station and after a short distance I noticed that my turn signal indicators were on solid. Nothing seems to shut them off. I pulled off
the road and tried to remove the issue by restarting the bike. But no such
luck. So, off we went to Grand Coulee via Meadow Creek Rd. Once there we
stopped at a gas station and filled the tank and I thought I would try to disconnect the battery NEG lead and see what would happen. Well, that didn’t
work either. Walked around to the back of the bike and found that my trailer
connector had been ripped off. Now, I have no idea when or how that happened, but it was ok when we left in the morning. So, now I had to remember
how to use hand signals. And Lesley had to remind me to use them when we
hit the road. Well, we made it home safe and sound. I knew what I was going
to be doing on Monday… LOL

Monday: So, here are the symptoms. No brake lights, no tail lights, no turn
signals and the spoiler brake lights were on constant. Oh, this is from the
rear. The front turn signals were on all the time. When I went to ACC, the
turn signals turned off and the four-way flashers worked. Well, the front
ones did. The spoiler light would flash also. Well, I started the process of repair by removing the seat, I then cut out the trailer isolation unit thinking it
was the source, but I was wrong. So, now I dug out my schematics of the turn
signals and brake lights. At this point I was pulling my hair out trying to find
a common source and that just wasn’t happening. So, after being frustrated,
I quit for the day.

Tuesday: Well, I’m back at it. This time I posted this to a Facebook Page,
Goldwing Garage. It was there I got the answer. I was told to cut the ground
wire on the 14 Pin rear harness connector and tie it directly to the bike’s
frame, so I did. I ran a connection right straight to the battery NEG terminal. Connected all the plugs I took apart and flipped the key. WOW, everything worked like it did. Everything is normal. I forgot the simplest of
things. The pin in the plug for the rear harness ground is not heavy enough
to handle the load of the rear harness. This is a known issue and it is well
documented at Electrical Connection, https://electricalconnection.com/
index.php/2016/03/31/honda-gl1800-rear-harness-grounds/. Interesting article
to be sure. Now, my plug didn’t look anything like the one in the article. It
is spot on perfect as shown. At least from the outside, but I did check the
connector and I didn’t have continuity. The things a bad ground can do.
Bottom Line: I suggest that everyone look
at this article and take the same action as I
did. It just may save you some time and
frustration. If you want some help, just let
me know.

Ride Safe
Chuck & Lesley Grimm ID-H ACD’s

The following article was submitted by the district MEC (that would
be me☺) for CD’s and MEC’s throughout our district, but is also appropriate for our chapter. Sometimes we’re reluctant to volunteer or step up in
an organization because we’re not clear on what might be expected of us.
We have a lot of great, friendly members in our chapter that would be
awesome as MEC’s. If anyone has ever thought about it or thinks you’d
like to be involved, please reach out to me so we can visit and discuss the
talents you could bring to help make our chapter even stronger and the
place everyone wants to be. Thanks Martie.
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ID-H Classified Ad’s
***For
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1990 Goldwing: Includes Helmets and Jackets $2800.
Jerry & Raejean Widmer (208) 660-4691

